The paper presents the method of transferring PCM (Pulse-Code Modulation) based audio messages through SMS (Short Message Service) over GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) network. As SMS is text based service, and could not send voice. Our method enables voice transferring through SMS, by converting PCM audio into characters. Than Huffman coding compression technique is applied in order to reduce numbers of characters which will latterly set as payload text of SMS. Testing the said method we develop an application using J2me platform.
INTRODUCTION
SMS service of GSM is widely used in all over the world. It has national and international roaming and also supported by other major technologies as well. SMS size is limited to 160 characters and it can only send alphanumeric text only [1] . The application extension of SMS is EMS (Extended Messaging Service), which has larger contents (text, animations, predefined sounds and images) but less supported than SMS and its all components are present in message header which will ignored in unsupported mobile phones [2] .
Presented method has three major steps; first step is about converting user input into characters and second step performs compression method on those characters and third step converts the compressed characters into strings and set them as payload text of SMS. For compression, Huffman Coding method is used. Main reasons for selecting Huffman Coding are; [3, 10] it is easier than other compression method as compared to arithmetic coding, needs less execution time, performs well in case of multimedia contents etc.
In this paper we present an alternative way of sending PCM based audio messages through SMS. As SMS is text based service, so a method is developed which converts audio messages into characters. After converting lossless compression technique; Huffman coding is applied. Such compression method focuses on the frequencies of characters and then represents those frequencies and characters in tree. Lastly those characters will set as a payload text of SMS. Paper is divided into following sections. Section 2 discusses the related work, section 3 and 4 is about proposed methodology and results and lastly we conclude the paper.
RELATED WORK
In this paper, a method and equipment is provided for conveying cellular signaling and other SS7 based signaling for convergence of cellular signaling, voice and data over a packet switching network. It also enables existing cellular equipment particularly existing MSCs to convey signaling over packet switched links while minimizing changes required in cellular equipment for this purpose [4] . [5] discussed a method which allows wireless user to obtain information from World Wide Web, internet or other information source via SMS or micro browser in phone. Method uses a dialed telephone number, feature code, other dialed digits or SMS origination message to cause SMS and micro browser messages to be sent to a wireless telephone or other device. GSM-SMS is also used for data acquisition in a field. A study of feasibility on application of GSM-SMS technology over field data acquisition is provided. As GSM-SMS technology provides data transmission, data communication and control of transmission and communication. Author"s presents the GSM-SMS architecture that is based on characteristics of transmission and capacity of short message, moreover a package format of short message, is also developed [6] . [7] presents the method of transferring voice using SMS over GSM network. Such method takes output of encoder card known as utterance as input, than converts those utterances as strings and put those strings as payload text of SMS. [8] is about transferring voice through SMS. In this method author converts the audio messages in strings and set those strings as a payload text of SMS. One major issue with this method is that; it generates large number of concatenated SMS.
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
For transferring and retrieving of PCM based audio messages through SMS, install our application on a mobile phone. It takes voice messages as input from user and converts that input into a SMS; hides variant steps from the user. The variant steps are;
1. First, it stored user input in a ByteArrayOutputStream. 2. Second, it converted the signed ByteArrayOutputStream into unsigned integer array. Characters generated by the application could not be adjusted in one SMS; it may consume multiple numbers of SMS. Here, we used the extended SMS called Concatenated SMS [9] . Linking each SMS for one message we used indexing. For this purpose first three characters of SMS is reserved which give 0-999 indexing values. When SMS received at receiver side, our application first stored all SMS in order by using their index number than extract payload text of SMS and applies all steps in reverse in order to generate actual voice message. Figure 1 describes the proposed system interaction within the existing GSM architecture. Our system dose not requires any hardware or intermediate source while transferring the voice. It is just an application which installed in a mobile phone.
RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION
We developed an application using J2me platform and used Nokia 3110c mobile phones for testing. For results we keep track of two main factors; number of characters and number of connected SMS. Both factors are directly proportional to each other. Table one shows the basic characteristics of voice messages; three different sentences are used which have different number of word etc. 
